Learning Path

**BASIC TRAINING**
- Linear Motion Technology
  - eLTG: Basic Knowledge of Linear Motion Technology
    - P. 258
  - LTPY: Designing Profiled Guide Rails and Ball Screw Drives
    - P. 258
  - LTPY-PK: Assembling and Maintaining Profiled Rail Guides and Ball Screw Drives
    - P. 260

**INTERMEDIATE TRAINING**
- Linear Motion Technology
  - LTYY: Maintaining Linear Motion Components for Machine Tools
    - P. 262

**PRACTICE WITH ERROR ANALYSIS**
- Assembly Technology
  - MOTTS2: TS 2 plus
    - P. 262
  - MOTVFS: VarioFlow plus
    - P. 263
  - MOTTS5: TS 5
    - P. 264

**Notes**